Speaker identification based on the statistical analysis of f0
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Analysis of pitch, or rather its measurable substrate fundamental frequency (f0), is a generally accepted component of speaker identification decision within both automatic and non automatic speaker recognition. Because the investigation of speech must be comprehensive and because pitch reflects important properties of the human voice, its analysis also should be an obligatory part of the whole investigation. Classic texts on forensic speaker identification use f0 both in automatic and non-automatic speaker identification [5,8,12,13,15,16]. However, the majority of suggestions are for general, relatively simple statistical parameters for pitch curves such as average, range and variation of f0 values [1-4, 6, 9-11]. Our approach is based on many years of experience with f0 data for forensic applications. An algorithm for f0 detection and statistical analysis has been developed and implemented into standard STC software SIS v.6.1.2 or later. F0 is calculated by our two-pass-method using summation of multiple harmonics in the spectral field. This method is adapted for speech signal of very low quality and has also yielded good results for analogue and digital telephone channels.

For forensic work the analyst should select speech produced with a similar emotional intention. Pitch detection quality is controlled by superposition of the calculated pitch curve on the cepstrogram (i.e. signal periodicity degree function [7]) of the processed signal by means of the SIS software. The analyst can make manual adjustments to the automatically calculated curve in order to remove errors. For speech signals of standard telephone quality mistakes in pitch detection are infrequent. Values of pitch are transformed to a logarithmic scale, and then statistical pitch features are calculated.

The typical set of the statistical parameters measured are: average, maximum, minimum, maximum -3% *, minimum +1%, median, percent of areas with raising f0*, f0 logarithm variation*, f0 logarithm distribution asymmetry*, f0 logarithm distribution excess, average velocity of f0 change, f0 logarithm variation derivative, f0 logarithm derivative distribution asymmetry, f0 logarithm derivative distribution excess, average velocity of f0 rise* and average velocity of f0 fall*. The asterisk indicates the more heavily weighted statistical features.

A speaker identification algorithm was developed and trained using the STC corpus [14]. This RUSTEN speech corpus includes analogue telephone speech. The corpus contains dialogues of 126 speakers (67 women and 59 men) in 5 sessions using 5 different phone analog lines, plus about 1000 files of digital phone channel conversations of 130 speakers. The deviation of every statistical parameter was calculated for every file pair from the corpus. On the basis of these results the distributions of the deviations for pairs “same-different” and “same–same” were built; and functions false acceptance (FA), false rejection (FR) and EER (equal error rate) were calculated for every statistical parameter. In order to make general identification decisions a common metric was constructed as a weighted sum of separate statistical parameters. The weights were selected to minimize ERR for a given speech database. For the common weighted metric and the common identification metric the deviation distribution for pairs “same-same” and “same-different”, FR and FA curves, and ERR were calculated.

Tables 1 and 2 show the results of the investigation of the method using the STC speech data base. In both cases the test data base includes about 1600 speech files of 256 speakers using both analog and digital channels).

Table 1. ERR for speaker identification task using multiple f0 statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tonal speech duration</th>
<th>10 sec template</th>
<th>20 sec template</th>
<th>40 sec template</th>
<th>80 sec template</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 sec test</td>
<td>All men</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In an analog only telephone net (including public telephones on noisy streets) an 80 x 80 sec speaker recognition test with male speakers only produced an EER of about 19%.

Table 2. Equal error rate (ERR) for speaker identification task using only average f0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tonal speech duration</th>
<th>10 sec template</th>
<th>20 sec template</th>
<th>40 sec template</th>
<th>80 sec template</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 sec test</td>
<td>Men 32.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 sec test</td>
<td>Men 31.1</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 sec test</td>
<td>Men 30.5</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 sec test</td>
<td>All Men 30.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>27.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion:** A method of forensic speaker identification is described which relies upon the statistical analysis of f0. The reliability of the method is tested on a large sample of real speech material consisting of telephone conversations. The method is readily implemented by software, SIS v.6.1.2 or later.
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